1. Paratread is applied with PA-102I Plastic Cement to 30" on all visible surfaces and roll finished membranes. The panels must be protein the roll in maximum 5' feet.

2. Paratread is not approved for use on slopes in excess of 5:1.

3. Requirements and recommendations detailed in Sierra Hardstanding shall apply in addition to the above drawing.

Notes:
- Paratread panel is set over the membrane surface with the granular surface side up. Pressure should be exerted on the panel to ensure positive contact on the center on panels to the back of the panel. In addition, panels should be spaced approximately 3" on center and 4" on the edges and 2" on the middle of the panels. The panels are allowed to relax prior to application. Cold weather application may require pre-moistening the panels to allow the material to lay flat. The plastic panels are not permitted panels - back side shown.